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UN Declares Conspiracy Theorists "Public Enemy no.1"
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

There’s clear coordination, globally, of censorship. With few exceptions, countries have taken action

to criminalize free speech, and they have done so in lockstep with each other. It began in earnest

with censorship of theories about the origins of SARS-CoV-2, and grew from there to include

anything COVID related.

Still, the truth could not be contained. People started abandoning mainstream media in droves —

which have clearly been lying to us on behalf of the globalist cabal — Kocking instead to alternative

news sources.

In response to the growing truth movement that warns against a technocratic, anti-human takeover,

the United Nations has now declared war on “conspiracy theories” that suggest world governments

are anything but honest and ethical, and have published a comprehensive guide  on how to debunk

and strike down claims to the contrary.

Not surprisingly, a story only qualiQes as truthful if “the sources are backed by fact-checking sites.”

As detailed in other articles, so-called “fact checking” organizations are all bought and paid for by

the same cabal that is conspiring to create a One World Government through a “Great Reset.”

So, no wonder they’re designated as the sole arbiters of truthfulness. They’re part and parcel of the

propaganda machine. How convenient for the globalists.

Source: UNESCO #ThinkBeforeSharing

UN Takes Aim at Globalist Takeover ‘Conspiracies’

To stop the spread of “conspiracy theories” about a global technocratic cabal hell-bent on stealing

all private wealth and centralizing world governance, UNESCO, the European Commission and the

World Jewish Congress have launched a joint Twitter campaign with the hashtag,

#ThinkBeforeSharing.

According to the U.N., world events are “not secretly manipulated behind the scenes by powerful

forces with negative intent,” and if you come across people who think a global cabal is conspiring to

consolidate power unto themselves, you must act as a good citizen and debunk their claims.

Journalists are also told to report alleged conspiracy theorists to social media and their local press

council or press ombudsman. The People’s Voice (TPV) report (video above) goes into additional

details.

Operation Mockingbird Never Stopped. It Merely Morphed

TPV also provides a quick review of Operation Mockingbird, a CIA operation in which journalists

were recruited and paid to distribute fake news stories and CIA propaganda. Interestingly, the

Mockingbird op was launched in 1948, the same year the U.S. Information and Educational

Exchange Act (aka the Smith-Mundt Act) became law, which forbade the U.S. government from

pushing propaganda onto the U.S. population.

This anti-propaganda law was repealed in 2013 by then-President Barrack Obama. So, since July

2013, the U.S. government and CIA have been legally permitted to propagandize U.S. citizens.

Ironically, the dismissal of conspiracy theories and conspiracy theorists as mentally unstable

crackpots was a tactic invented by the CIA. Its intent is to marginalize and demoralize anyone who

dares question the o`cial narrative. In the video above, media analyst Mark Dice provides a slightly

more in-depth summary of Operation Mockingbird.

According to the U.N., “true conspiracies” — which they admit can and do exist — are only ever

unearthed and revealed by mainstream media, and true conspiracies are almost always limited in

scope. Neither is true, of course.

Mainstream journalists are shackled by the will of owners and advertisers, which are the very same

people and organizations involved in this global takeover, and the conspiracy that is The Great

Reset is the largest, most comprehensive conspiracy in human history (that we know of). The fact

that this is now a new focus of censorship just shows we’re right on target.

We also have plenty of evidence that mainstream media are still, to this day, being paid to publish

selective propaganda, as detailed in “Reuters and BBC Caught Taking Money for Propaganda

Campaign.” In fact, mainstream media are more controlled and clandestinely directed today than

ever before.

They are not acting as a check on power at all, but rather as an indoctrination arm of the New World

Order cabal. As such, it’s impossible for a legacy media journalist to break a real conspiracy theory

open. So, the fact that the U.N. is telling you to listen only to the mainstream media and its bought-

and-paid-for “fact checkers” is rather telling.

Since the beginning of the COVID pandemic, it’s become quite clear that most legacy media are in

the business of publishing fake news, and that “fact checking” is nothing but a sham supporting

and reinforcing their lies. Basically, the U.N. is simply doing its part in trying to prop up the

globalists crumbling propaganda infrastructure.

Illegal Collusion Between Government and Big Tech

The technocratic takeover and the implementation of a One World Government has been

“announced” and detailed in a variety of different reports over the decades. Today, we also have

evidence in the form of internal documents obtained through lawsuits. As reported by America First

Legal, July 27, 2022:

“Today, America First Legal (AFL) released shocking documents  it obtained from the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) revealing concrete evidence of collusion

between the CDC and social media companies to censor free speech and promote Biden

Administration propaganda.

These documents are only the latest examples of this Administration’s blatant disregard for

the U.S. Constitution and the rule of law. Last July, then-White House Press Secretary Jen

Psaki admitted  that the White House was working with social media companies to identify

‘misinformation.’

SpeciNcally, she said, ‘we’re regularly making sure social media platforms are aware of the

latest narratives, dangerous to public health that we and many other Americans are seeing

across all of social and traditional media. And we work to engage with them to better

understand the enforcement of social media platform policies.’

AFL immediately submitted FOIA requests to the Department of Health and Human

Services, the CDC, the Food and Drug Administration, and the National Institutes of Health

to uncover the degree to which the CDC and the White House have been censoring content

that it has deemed ‘disinformation’ or ‘misinformation.’”

When they failed to comply with the FOIA request, AFL sued the CDC to compel the release of the

requested information. It took a year, but they’ve now received the Qrst tranche of documents,

which show the CDC has been working with social media platforms and the Census Bureau to

“leverage their infrastructure to identify and monitor social media for vaccine information.”

In one instance, the CDC sent Twitter o`cials a chart of sample tweets it deemed to be vaccine

misinformation to be censored. The CDC also held regular “be on the lookout” (BOLO) meetings

with Twitter and Facebook during which the CDC instructed the social media giants on what to take

down.

CDC Has Coordinated Censorship Across Platforms

The CDC also instructed Twitter on language to be used to “debunk” Vaccine Adverse Events

Reporting System (VAERS) data. SpeciQcally, the CDC told Twitter to highlight the fact that anyone

can Qle a VAERS report, and that “VAERS is not designed to determine if a vaccine caused or

contributed to an adverse event.”

While both statements are true, they in no way eradicate the value of VAERS data, as VAERS is

designed to be an early warning system. When many reports of like kind start to amass for a given

vaccine — that’s a warning signal that something is wrong and further investigation is warranted.

The problem we have is that both the FDA and CDC, which share responsibility for VAERS, refuse to

do so.

“ These explosive smoking-gun documents ...
conclusively demonstrate that Big Tech has
unlawfully colluded with the federal government to
silence, censor, and suppress Americans’ free
speech and violate their First Amendment rights. ~
Stephen Miller, AFL President”

Correspondence also reveals the CDC and HHS received $15 million dollars’ worth of Facebook

advertising credits as a non-monetary gift, which appears to be a “violation of the AntideQciency

Act’s limitation on voluntary services,” AFL notes.

The CDC has also coordinated the censorship of vaccine information with Google, while asking

Google to promote its own vaccine page in search results. Emails even reveal that the CDC was

allowed to edit Google’s Knowledgebase code directly.

“The records AFL Nnally received from the CDC reveal the extent to which the Biden

Administration is willing to engage in unconstitutional and otherwise unlawful activities in

total disregard for the rights of American citizens,” AFL writes.

“AFL continues to Nle crucial oversight requests with the Biden Administration to reveal to

the American people the actions this Administration is taking on a daily basis which

undermine the rule of law and the liberties of American citizens. AFL has made clear that

any corrupt government agency that attempts to conceal records should be prepared to

face legal action.”

In a public statement, AFL president Stephen Miller added:

“These explosive smoking-gun documents, obtained as a result of America First Legal’s

litigation against the Biden Administration, conclusively demonstrate that Big Tech has

unlawfully colluded with the federal government to silence, censor, and suppress

Americans’ free speech and violate their First Amendment rights.

Government is expressly prohibited from censoring competing or dissenting viewpoints or

from silencing its political opponents whether it does so directly or whether it uses an

outside corporation to achieve its draconian, totalitarian ends. AFL will not rest in the Nght

against illegal collusion between Big Tech and Big Government to trample on your voices

and the Bill of Rights.”

Landmark Free Speech Lawsuit Underway

The documents obtained by AFL will also be used in other free speech lawsuits underway, including

one Qled by the attorneys general of Missouri and Louisiana. As reported by Missouri AG Eric

Schmitt, July 12, 2022:

“Today, the United States District Court, Western District of Louisiana granted Missouri and

Louisiana’s motion for discovery in their lawsuit against top-ranking Biden Administration

oXcials for allegedly colluding to suppress freedom of speech, paving the way for the

attorneys general to collect discovery and documents from both top-ranking Biden

Administration oXcials as well as social media giants like Twitter, Meta, and others ...

The lawsuit ... alleges that the Biden Administration ... both pressured and colluded with

social media giants Meta, Twitter, and YouTube to censor free speech in the name of

combating so-called ‘disinformation’ and ‘misinformation,’ which led to the suppression and

censorship of truthful information on several topics, including COVID-19 ...

The lawsuit incorporates four counts: (1) Violation of the First Amendment, (2) Action in

Excess of Statutory Authority, and (3) Administrative Procedure Act Violations by HHS

oXcials, and (4) Administrative Procedure Act violations by DHS oXcials.”

SpeciQc individuals named in the lawsuit include President Biden, former press secretary Jen

Psaki, Dr. Anthony Fauci, Nina Jankowicz (former director of the now-defunct Department of

Homeland Security’s ‘Disinformation Governance Board’), Surgeon General Vivek Murthy and

Department of Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas, just to name a few.

Indeed, several of these, including Biden, Psaki and Murthy, have publicly targeted me speciQcally

and demanded Mercola.com be banned from social media for the crime of sharing published

science and the educated viewpoints of myself and other medical experts.

Scientists Join AG’s Lawsuit Against the Federal Government

Examples of free speech suppression listed in the AG’s complaint include:

1. The Hunter Biden laptop story prior to the 2020 Presidential election

2. The lab-leak theory of COVID-19’s origin

3. The e`ciency of masks and COVID-19 lockdowns

4. Election integrity and the security of voting by mail

The fact that these AGs are now able to subpoena U.S. o`cials and Big Tech is really important

because subpoenaed information cannot be redacted at will, as is the case with most FOIA

requests. Only the judge can decide if certain information is to be redacted and not released for

public consumption.

In a July 19, 2022, Twitter thread,  Schmitt detailed some of the documentation they’re demanding,

and from whom. Links to the discovery requests and subpoenas can be found on Schmitt’s AG

website.  One concern right now is the fact that Schmitt is also running for Senate. If he wins that

seat, he may remove himself from the case, which would be a terrible loss. We’ll just have to wait

and see what happens, in that regard.

Several Scientists Join AG’s Lawsuit Against Federal Government

In the meantime, the New Civil Liberties Alliance (NCLA), representing several scientists, have

joined the AG’s lawsuit.

Scientists represented by NCLA include two of the co-authors of The Great Barrington Declaration

— Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, professor of medicine at Stanford University, Martin Kulldorff, former

professor of medicine at Harvard University — as well as Dr. Jill Hines, Dr. Aaron Kheriaty and a

former member of the CDC’s Vaccine Safety Subgroup.

As noted by the NCLA,  “Government censorship can take several forms like shadow bans, de-

platforming, de-boosting, restricting access to content, demonetizing, requiring users to take down

content, and imposing warning labels requiring click-through to access content,” and its plaintiffs

have all been “censored and/or shadow banned as a result of Defendants’ actions.”

Government-Sponsored Censorship in the Limelight

The history of collusion between government, media, the CIA and other operatives is a long one.

The main difference between the propaganda and censorship of yesteryear and today is that it’s

now blatant and in your face.

It’s also documented to a degree we’ve not seen before — and government is even trying to make

government-sponsored censorship into accepted rule, even though it’s a blatant violation of the

First Amendment (free speech). That’s what the Disinformation Governance Board was all about.

So, the timing of the U.N.’s decision to take a decisive role in global censorship is not likely

accidental. The U.S. government is failing in its attempt to eradicate free speech, so the U.N. is

stepping in as a “superior” international power to push that agenda forward. It’s worth noting that

they’re counting on previous brainwashing to achieve this aim.

They’re basically enlisting the brainwashed masses to strike down the truth tellers on their behalf.

Not only is having populations police each other an effective control strategy, but as long as

citizens are turned against each other, they’re also not paying attention to who the real enemy is

and what they’re up to.

Essentially, what we have here is a conspiracy to hide the biggest conspiracy in the history of

mankind, namely the implementation of global totalitarianism by a secretive “elite” that has never

been legally empowered to lord over a single soul, let alone the global population as a whole.

So, what’s the answer? Do the opposite of what the U.N. is demanding and never, ever stop sharing

truth and different opinions and viewpoints. Freedom of speech — whether you’re right or wrong in

your assessment — is foundational for freedom, and any infringement on speech freedom is a

direct attack on human freedom and liberty and must never be tolerated in a free society.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,004 ratings

ORDER NOW
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There are no conspiracy theories, only conspiracy FACTS. The so called elite know their game is up and are scrambling to keep their

heads above water. Aint gonna happen.
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Yes, OTIS, the fear is now falling on the characters managed by the globalist elite and by the institutions that govern. Dr. Mercola

reports: "Biden, Psaki and Murthy, have publicly targeted me speciQcally and demanded Mercola.com be banned from social media

for the crime of sharing published science and the educated viewpoints of myself and other medical experts." The US president is

obviously easy prey for the globalist elite: UNBELIEVABLE! Look At This Piece Of Paper Biden Is Holding With Instructions

Reminding Him To Do The Most Basic Things www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/unbelievable-look-piece-paper-biden-h..

 (June 23, 2022)
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Otis, the difference between a conspiracy and the truth is about one year. Gui, stunning, isn't it? Biden shaking hands with air,

clapping his hands while the others in the room look on in disbelief, and what you share, needing notes to speciQcally tell each and

every move to make. Cheat sheets supplying facts on current subjects is one thing, to need a check list to know who you are and

when to shake hands is another.
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Well said Otis, love your Qghting spirit. Wish there are more people like you. Thanks Gui, for the info about how Biden is controlled.

If he doesn't comply with his handlers, then they withhold his daily icecream. See those animations:

giphy.com/stories/gifs-of-joe-biden-eating-ice-cream-0bdb1fde-8b4a  You can clearly see Biden live for that icecream and he fears

nothing more than to lose his daily ice-cream routine, fear it even more that the treat to expose his shady dealings that are on his

son's laptop. Any news on that laptop from hell, Otis? Where are the new revelations from Switzerland? * * * This is also criminal:

Baltimore Jewish community Covid injection campaign is funded by George Soros foundation and Rockefeller Center.

Orthodox Jews were told lies about the beneQts of taking the mRNA shots. The aggressive campaigns was designed to persuade

as many Jews as possible, including Jewish children, to submit to the experimental " covid-vaccine" Those who agreed to get

injected received a $10 Dunkin’ Donuts gift card, half of which was sponsored by Dunkin’ Donuts. I didn't know that junkfood is

kosher. americasfrontlinenews.com/post/report-baltimore-jewish-community-injec..  * * * CDC quietly removes a massive claim on

vaccine safety boriquagato.substack.com/.../cdc-quietly-removes-a-massive-claim  CDC ADMITS Lying About Study Linking

mRNA Vaccines to Myocarditis 100percentfedup.com/cdc-admits-lying-about-study-linking-mrna-vaccines..  * * * Criminal and

shocking: Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) is linked to vaccination and a corrupt system. CFS suddenly became a epidemic in the

1980s. Dr. Mikovits and team found that 67% of affected women carried a virus XMRV, that appeared in healthy women only 4% of

the time. She also links the XMRV virus to several types of cancers and autism.

deeprootsathome.com/chronic-fatigue-syndrome-whats-behind-it-why-its-v..
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The next step is to ban anyone involved in the UFO phenomenon. Sounds trite, but what Reagan said about " an external threat to

bring nations together " was a leak into that agenda. Get ready for the false Kag of all false Kags. We even have CIA operatives (

like Allesandro ) who are trained in the art of misinformation, acknowledging their existence... All on track...
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Hi Otis and everyone, here's a NEWS STORY for you, posted today:

www.marketwatch.com/story/pQzer-ceo-tests-positive-for-covid-19-2022-..  - ouch!
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Oh yeah ! If Albert Bourla say it then it must be so . . . . . just like Newsom, just like Trudeau . . . . .
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Short and sweet Otis. Just the facts Ma'am. Here are some few know about.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/donald-j-trump-the-story-no-one-wants
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Indeed, and a lot of these conspiracies are centuries old and unknown to most. A lot of these snakes have Khazarian ancestry, and
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United Nations Penalizes Criticisms Against Elitist Takeover
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Coordinated censorship is occurring globally)

In response to the growing truth movement that warns against a totalitarian, tyrannical takeover, the United Nations has now declared war

on “conspiracy theories” that suggest world governments are anything but honest and ethical, and have published a comprehensive guide

on how to debunk and strike down claims to the contrary. According to the U.N., world events are “not secretly manipulated behind the

scenes by powerful forces with negative intent”

)

According to the U.N., a story only qualiQes as truthful if “The sources are backed by fact-checking sites” — which we now know are all

bought and paid for by the cabal that is conspiring to create a One World Government through a “Great Reset”

)

To stop the spread of “conspiracy theories” about a global technocratic cabal hell-bent on stealing all private wealth and centralizing world

governance, UNESCO, the European Commission and the World Jewish Congress have launched a joint Twitter campaign with the hashtag,

#ThinkBeforeSharing

)

Documents obtained by America First Legal (AFL) show the U.S. government colluded with Big Tech to censor on its behalf)

The Attorneys General of Missouri and Louisiana have Qled a lawsuit against the federal government and have been granted discovery.

Several o`cials from the Biden administration are being subpoenaed, as are several social media companies. The documents obtained by

AFL are also being used in this lawsuit. Subsequent to the AFL’s document release, several scientists who were censored by Big Tech at the

behest of the federal government have joined the AG’s lawsuit

)
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Indeed, and a lot of these conspiracies are centuries old and unknown to most. A lot of these snakes have Khazarian ancestry, and

only look Caucasian because their Khazar ancestors interbred with Caucasians. Beware, not all of alt-media can be trusted, it is

like a Wild West with scammers/fakes, including some fakes/controlled outed on Telegram e.g. Charlie Ward, Simon Parks, and

David Strait. It also looks like all the Q-anon, trust the plan, and executions stuff is sabotage/fake too, possibly designed to distract

people from looking for facts and even taking prudent action.
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Thanks to all. Pete Smith here is an article dated July 26, 2022 with info about Maxey in Switzerland and what he found on Hunter's

deleted iPad and iPhone backed up on the lap top. Long article but Maxey info comes in at paragraphs 5, 6, 7, & 8.

www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/the-national-tragedy-of-hunte..
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Krofter, In your article your speculation as to what Trump meant by "the calm before the storm" and "you'll Qnd out" is in the end

your speculation. I don't see Trump as a politician, so given bad advice he seems to hang himself. Odd thing about the EUA is its

shield from any liability to pharma, docs, etc. Ivermectin upset their apple cart but try to Qnd anything that supports the use of

ivermectin for covid 19 treatment. It has been buried under tons of articles saying the opposite.
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The CDC hides the data and lies, but the truth is that excess deaths continue to rise in almost every industrialized country that

fueled the shooting of their populations. It is happening in the UK, Nordic Europe and North America, all places where the mass

vaccination of Operation Warp Speed took place. Governments have been working overtime trying to hide the truth. However, a

deeper probe of the data, and it begins to show. Meanwhile, unvaccinated people stay alive and, in most cases, thrive while their

"fully vaccinated" counterparts continue to develop VAIDS (vaccine-induced AIDS) or die from "sudden adult death syndrome," also

known as SADS.

expose-news.com/2022/08/07/pQzer-docs-o`cial-data-covid-vaccines-ca..  (AUGUST 7, 2022) And despite the demands, the

corrupt world of "vaccines" continues: SOUNDING THE ALARM: NORMALIZING THE JAB WITH LIES. Endless mRNA vaccines are

in the works, as the CDC and FDA play "hide the data" Robert W Malone MD, MS. 4 hours ago The government website provides a

list of 81 clinical trials using the search term mRNA vaccines that are actively enrolling participants. These include clinical trials

for COVID-19, inKuenza (alone and in combination with COVID-19 mRNA vaccines), HIV, leukemia, RSV, pneumococcus, EBV, HPV,

CMV, Zika, Metapneumovirus, and human parainKuenza infection.

These clinical trials also include safety studies in vulnerable populations and children. The FDA is clearly not doing its job to

protect the American people from what could be extremely insecure platform technology. I do not need to list all the adverse

events and deaths caused by COVID-19 vaccines here. We all know that COVID mRNA vaccines have many adverse events and

death. How can the FDA turn a blind eye to this? How can they not know? the CDC Qnally admitted by omission that the mRNA in

mRNA vaccines does not leave the body for an extended (unknown) period of time. This is actually not entirely accurate. The

backstory:
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We know that the “mRNA” of these vaccines incorporating the synthetic nucleotide pseudouridine can persist in lymph nodes for at

least 60 days after injection. This is not natural, and this is not really mRNA. These molecules have genetic elements similar to

those of natural mRNA, but are clearly much more resistant to enzymes that normally degrade natural mRNA, appear to be able to

produce high levels of protein for prolonged periods, and appear to evade normal immune mechanisms for killing cells. that

produce foreign proteins not normally seen in the body.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/sounding-the-alarm-normalizing-the?utm_sourc..  (O8/15/2022)
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Thanks Otis for the link about the laptop. Good article, I agree with its conclusion, the US has become a banana republic.
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Panic at the Disco because Colored Lights aren't Hypnotizing and the Walls [may] Come Tumbling Down. Must be losing control of the

direction of the herd or they wouldn't need such tactics. Now, where if and when anything comes of these legal attempts will there be any

or what kind of coverage will they get? The fact Fauci has not been removed or Gates is still not persona non grata says the legal &

resistance heat needs to be turned up. The Predator$ seem to be losing control of their messaging as they're attempting to form a party

in the Center of the Red/Blue Circus they already own and control. The real Center has become a problem for them as those who identify

as Red/Blue increasingly become focused on actual issues, not character assassinations. Predator$ have had to resort to calling Lefty's

Right Wingers & Right Wingers Lefty's. When third parties are viliQed and locked out by both parties how are voters who agree on issues

supposed to create positive change? Local, local, local, the stronger we are locally in all our endeavors, the more pressure we can assert

further on up the food chain. Do the Para$itic Predator$ tell the truth? Just ask them, they'll tell you.
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Yes, Just, it's about the people, it's about people opening their eyes because highly documented data is being leaked about the

corruption of the system, the corruption of the globalist elites that manage o`cial agencies and governments at will and

convenience with rudder directed to Grat Reset In addition to the CDC and HHS, with illegal advertising credits and coordinating

censorship over cribs, the world's largest biomedical research agency NIH have also routinely licensed technology (both exclusive

and non-exclusive) to the private sector for use or commercialization.

of their inventions, and those licenses then generate billions of dollars in royalties that go back into the NIH coffers. In Qscal year

2020 alone, aggregate data from NIH and the CDC shows that agencies collected $63.4 million in royalty income. Scientists like to

frame these payments as "positive incentives," but Children's Health Defense President Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. characterizes the

royalty rules as "recipes for regulatory corruption. An explosive scoop from the Associated Press showed that large numbers of

agency scientists, on explicit instructions from the NIH, routinely failed to disclose royalty payments to participants in

taxpayer-funded clinical trials that were intently testing the generating experimental treatments of NIH royalties. Among the

scientists reprimanded by the AP for "testing products for which they secretly receive royalties" was NIAID's Dr. Anthony Fauci.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/regulatory-corruption-cdc-nih-mill..
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Humanity is visualizing that the pandemic led to widespread corruption in the World Health Organization. Global health

decision-making used to be dominated by community participation and human rights. But now, coercion, exclusion,

impoverishment, and big business rule global health policymaking. The World Health Organization (WHO) and its staff are

currently engaged in two overriding priorities that are excellent examples of humanity’s proQciency at living such lies: They are

pushing the COVAX program to mass-vaccinate most of humanity, at an unprecedentedly high cost for any global health program,

against a virus to which nearly all potential recipients are already immune. They are working towards an expansion of their powers

to manage infectious disease outbreaks, with the expressed intent of instituting the same measures used for the Qrst time in the

response to COVID-19, but more quickly and more often. Read the inconsistencies of COVAX:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pandemic-corruption-world-health-o..
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Hi Guys! Yes, The predators are still trying to exert their Will with much less success these days. They really overreached with that

mandatory poisoning order we all got recently. We can see that their entire family stinks of sulfur - which is repelling even the most

naive people. They are desperate and It’s Game On, do or die and all that. And we do need to strengthen ourselves on the local

level, to create a strong body where people can focus their positive energy and feel their own power. God bless.
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Yes, Dear Luvvvy heaven is opening up for people of good will. Good will refers to those who love what is good, that is why the man

of good will is just and, therefore, happy; because only a just person can be happy. Happiness can only be born of kindness, of

good will. It is not easy to be a man of good will in a world governed by greed, pride and the desire for power and wealth marked by

corruption. The just man follows the path of the creator and it is along this path that we denounce the damage done by the

globalist elites and demand a world where kindness and gratitude reign, where love reigns for all creatures and for mother nature,

the world that banishes the tyrants and traitors to peace and happiness.
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Luvvvy, Gui, Creation always provides a path of light to follow. Liars' live in darkness and cannot tolerate light of any kind,

especially the Light of Truth. (Had to step out of the garden picking string beans, the Qrst round produced Six gallons of frozen

beans all processed, the second round already twice as much produce this time... If all holds well, some will be dehydrated and

some will be pickled. Wicked hot in the Sun but still feels good.)
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Got a nagging feeling to check something - it's worse than you think. YES, They Really Are *Deleting* the Internet And it’s WAY

Worse Than You Think Aug 15, 2022 Bright Insight www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi again, Gui, Sounds excellent - bring it on... heaven on earth. We are ready with our desire to release our old ways and embrace

heaven’s goodness and existence.. to turn away from the miserable traps lain by the hate outside and lack of awareness within

ourselves. = + = Steve, brilliant and glad your gardening is going well, you are connected with a whole other world. Your beans are a

gift and message from God. And as for the internet being deleted - we must be close to the end of the game. Keep following your

intuition with its “higher frequency”, because unlike the Googles, it will not lead try to lead you astray.
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Dr. Mercola, Ever think of returning to a limited clinical practice? Or organizing a network of health coaches? We can throw stones at elite

controllers, but real world results can speak for themselves.
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Unfortunately, Randall, despite the claims, the real world is dramatic. The Qght for truth and freedom must continue to raise all its

weapons. AMERICAN MASSACRE. STEVE KIRSCH CLAIMS "HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS" OF MRNA-VACCINE-RELATED DEATHS,

"MILLIONS" OF INJURIES. IS HE RIGHT? I am inclined to say "Yes." Here is why. Dr Naomi Wolf 2 hr ago

naomiwolf.substack.com/p/american-massacre-is-steve-kirsch?utm_source=..  (08/15/2022)
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big tech , big pharma , big governments are not your friends, no matter what they promise , always resist and do the exact opposite of

what they want you to do .
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agreed
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Anyone of us can recognize a tree by it’s fruit.. this one is easy to identify.. the rotten fruit of the WHO Lie Tree’ — with its signature nasty

taste of anti-humanness, and attempted silencing of the truth — tells us to reject it, leave it down and let it die of lack of light and water,

cleansing Qre. God bless
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Yes, dear Luvvvy, "BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL KNOW THEM." (Matthew 7:15-20). Beware of false prophets, who come to you in

sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. By their fruits you will know them. Are grapes from thorns, or Qgs from

thistles? Thus, every good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad fruit. A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad

tree bear good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the Qre. Therefore, by their fruits you will

know them.

Yes, we are seeing the corruption of the globalist elites and the WHO, CDC, HHS, NIH, federal government, etc., which belong to the

tree of corruption, fascism and tyranny on a large scale, whose fruits are adulterating the democratic system. , managing the

media at will. We know that the pandemic led to widespread corruption in the World Health Organization. Coercion, exclusion,

impoverishment and big business rule global health policymaking. They are driving the COVAX program to mass vaccinate most of

humanity, at an unprecedented cost for any global health program, against a virus to which almost all potential recipients are

already immune.

They are working to expand their powers to manage infectious disease outbreaks, with the express intention of instituting the

same measures that were Qrst used in the response to COVID-19, but faster and more frequently. Read the inconsistencies of

COVAX: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pandemic-corruption-world-health-o..  (2022)
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The World Health Organization (WHO) is moving ahead with plans to enact a new or revised international pandemic preparedness

treaty, despite encountering setbacks earlier this summer after dozens of countries, primarily outside the Western world, objected

to the plan. The Daily Skeptic noted that one of the risks stemming from negotiations for a new or updated treaty includes the

potential codiQcation of "the new lockdown orthodoxy for future pandemics," which would "replace sound, science-based,

pre-COVID recommendations." " above instead. ACCORDING TO DR. JOSEPH MERCOLA, such a treaty would give the WHO

“absolute power over global biosecurity, such as the power to implement digital identities/vaccine passports, mandatory

vaccinations, travel restrictions, standardized health care, and more.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-pandemic-treaty-world-b..  (09/08/22)
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Yes Gui, you got it - the wisdom of the Bible, always says it best.  Don’t be fooled by fancy trees that yield poisonous fruit and fancy

people who yield hateful power stealing agendas.  Also from the “Lie Farm and Forest’s awful WHO censorship intention - is to

yield more fear. They present a fearful scenario and need people to partake and fear other perspectives and fear the uno`cial

narratives. As we know, lies always fear the Truth, so attack it endlessly. We humans need to stop eating their crap and doing the

lie’s dirty work and instead seek, enjoy and align with what protects and nurtures us - The Truth.
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It very much is a spiritual battle. There is no way to explain it any other way.
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Yes, they are stuck in a material, transactional world incapable or understanding anything beyond numbers. The only engage in the

emotional or mental world for manipulation. The spiritual world is lost to them as they cannot step out of darkness to see the light.

When all is in harmony, even the material and transactional world is improved. They fear us, they fear living & fear dying

disconnected in too many ways to appreciate a larger, interconnected world and life.
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The tidal wave is building and a better day is at hand- Fry Nuland Fauci Gates - Those three :: 33 degree FM in State Department | 33

degree FM in CDC | 33 degree FM made man from the billionaire cheater class- See Altiyan Childs on Rumble for details regarding FM
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Which tidal wave are you referring to? Dr. Malone sent an email earlier today on the tidal wave of new mRNA shots (genetic drugs)

in the pipeline, some already FDA approved and moving into clinical trials. Doesn't anyone at the FDA or CDC get this? By shot no 3

odds are high that those who comply will suffer major symptoms, Shot 4 is the kill and injury shot. How does this sit with

everyone? mRNA shots for hundreds of so-called illnesses and deadly viral infections (which may be mislabelled 5G reactions) are

underway...thanks to US-backed gof and research trials in Ukraine and elsewhere. Umph.
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So when the Bush told us the conspiracy theory that there were weapons of mass destruction in Iraq and 500,000 people die because of

that, that's ok. But if we point out obvious lies about coivd or the jabs, we need to be shut down? If it walks like a duck and quacks like a

duck it must be totalitarianism.
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Yes, Krofter, the medical and political tyranny imposed by the globalist elite that is developing a genocide including children who

have no risk except serious pathologies. New research from Thailand found that for every 10 children who get "vaccinated" against

the Wuhan coronavirus, three of them end up developing heart problems as a result. The researchers looked at 301 students from

two different schools, all between the ages of 13 and 18 at the time they received the injection. All students received the

messenger RNA (mRNA) injection from PQzer and BioNTech.

Overall, all of the children were healthy, and only a few had minor pre-existing conditions, such as asthma and allergic rhinitis,

which, frankly, were probably caused by other vaccines they received in early childhood. After the students received the second

PQzer injection, the researchers ran laboratory tests to establish a baseline. They then followed up at three days, seven days and

14 days after the injection to track the students' health outcomes. What they found is that 29 percent of the young people suffered

cardiovascular damage as a result of the injections, including heart palpitations, chest pain and shortness of breath.

Fifty-four of them had abnormal EKG results, while six experienced mitral valve prolapse, which the Mayo Clinic describes as heart

valve disease. Another six developed high blood pressure, while seven were diagnosed with inKammation of the heart.

www.theepochtimes.com/29-percent-of-young-pQzer-covid-vaccine-recipie..  (August 10, 2022)
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Let's just call it what it is - an attack on freedom. The only thing new about it is how it's in the open. For a time, the political class gave lip

service to caring about its constituents. That's now gone. It's not that they say things and believe we're stupid; it's that they say things and

no longer care what we think. Because what are we going to do about it? It's the next phase of FYTW.
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pikiverschueren
Joined On 4/13/2014 7:15:30 AM
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Sorry mr Swab, Soros and Gates, it is the people who are the big stars now! You guys are gone! We and mother earth have had enough of

your childish and very toxic theatricals! It's time to move on! Bye Bye!
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medrakemdgmail.com
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A conspiracy theorist is someone who has just Qgured out what the regime and Gates, Schwab and Soros are doing.
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Corbett Report also covered this Aug. 5th 2022 in "UN Declares War on 'Dangerous' Conspiracy Theories: 'The World Is NOT Secretly

Manipulated By Global Elite'", starting at 14:30: www.corbettreport.com/nwnw20220804
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ragus, Nice link, thanks!
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The fact that the UN have taken such a public position merely conQrms this behaviour of the "elites". If the situation didn't exist no public

comment would have been necessary. I am reminded of the old wisdom that "It is better to keep your mouth shut and maintain the

imprsssion of stupidity rather than open it and put the matter beyond doubt...!"
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speaking of the repeal of the anti-propaganda law of 1948 mentioned in the article, I am not sure how the president of the usa can repeal

a law. Had to be something else either from congress or the black robed government agents.
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Anyone take notice of Tijuana & Juarez uprising and takeover? It's here, folks!
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What's really beginning to irk me, is the fact that these criminals in government get to use taxpayer funds to defend their actions in court.
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM
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If nothing else, this "event" of the past two years has revealed the level of ignorance/stupidity that exists across all levels of intellect and

peoples of the world. I can only surmise that the dumbing down of education, among other things, has brought us to this point. Twenty

somethings are now having senior moments. Pay cash at a fast food drive up and watch them struggle to get the right coin combination.
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imaginal110
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#thinkbeforesharing is going to provide some merry reading as truth-tellers think (and feel, and pray, and discern, and work to clean up

their own complicities) and put it out there. This war for truth isn't just being waged in the media but in each individual's heart and mind.

For example, when family members see things differently, or our jobs or community standing are affected, it's no small matter to Qnd a

way through. But grappling with this is also the driver of personal growth and maturity. Yes, #thinkbeforesharing.
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katndognco
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Agree. At 62, I Qnd myself having to carefully navigate personalities at work more so than ever before. Maturity is an ever evolving

event in each of our lives; freely chosen or ignored to play victim. Though I do presently feel a bit victimized or is it traumatized (?)

as I walk the tightrope to stay employed, it’s no easy task with people openly and inappropriately sharing their drama and opinions.

I can’t wait to retire!
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katndognco, Working less and having more time and even not very much money are good. This is a time for contributing talents to

the battle we're in. I wish you good luck and good speed in getting out of where you don't like to be.
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katndogandgo. Agreed. I am also 62. My husband gave up a very, very well-paying corporate job because he refused the jab. The

company he works for pushed hard (without actually mandating a jab requirement because half of their night shift is Hispanic and

50% refused) for hubby to get the vaccine. And he refused. It was an ongoing battle for over a year. Finally he had enough and quit.

So now he is schlepping at FedEx lifting boxes that no 57 year old man should be doing. Now he wants me to get a job (I have been

a housewife and homeschooling mom for 30 years) and of course I don't mind. But I am afraid I would Ky off the handle from the

stupidity and lies I would hear at work. Luckily for me I am 5 years older than hubby and am now eligible for Social Security. That

made hubby happy. I told him when we were at Wal Mart (when I grabbed a bag of Twizzlers and he said, "You're kidding, right?")

that I would pay for it out of my Social Security check:)
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Don't be afraid to retire early. Your body, mind, and sanity will thank you. I always thought I would work until the day I died since I

need to stay active and be producing. However, I realized that I could die before 67 or 65 for that matter. I retired at 61 and live on

1/7 of my previous income and have never regretted it.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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“ global totalitarianism by a secretive “elite” that has never been legally empowered”. “Conspiracy theorist” is just name calling by the

media to shut down debate, parroted by those who will not think for themselves, not excluding professionals who may have been

groomed, bribed, or coerced or long standing members of the eugenist club, themselves part of the elite, such as royalty. The age old

trick accuses right minded thinkers of the very thing you are guilty of yourself. Eventually when “theories” become fact, ingrained

psychosis prevents acceptance of the truth. In the TV addicted, it’s about not wanting to upset their comfort zone - like Munchhausens by

proxy syndrome.

Best ask innocently if the brainwashed accuser is a holocaust denier of a well documented event to which living witnesses can testify. It

was considered then as “normal” as slavery in the 18th and 19th centuries by Na-zis who joked and laughed as if they were “normal”

citizens rather than murderers prepared to commit atrocities. Once again group psychosis by mainstream media is making lies

acceptable to the majority. Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes “true”. As the “new normal” gains acceptance, criminality and civil

unrest are part of the deal - expect nothing but scams from your energy company, internet provider or transport company.

Broken Britain is the classic civilisation gone rotten. First baked in summer heat after geo-engineering of the troposphere then we will be

frozen in winter by artiQcial “wars” cutting the energy supplies and quadrupling costs for heating and eating. Meanwhile train strikes,

extortionate fares and non existent medical care, rising food prices add up to genocide by stealth. James Bond would have relished the

storyline in this movie. When neighbours are encouraged to snitch on each other, you know where the game is heading. So ditch Alexa,

google, farcebook, all “smart” monitoring and tracking devices and trust no-one. Heil Hitler.
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Hi Cabochon, have you seen aerial pictures of the Po River in Italy? WildQres across France? The Rhine being as low as anyone can

remember. Its stunning and scary, yes?
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The best lie is one closest to the truth.
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Temperatures in Southern England have been up to 40C for weeks so the situation must be worse in France and Spain, with forests

Qres and yes the Rhein looks low. Few UK homes and public buildings have air conditioning here; trains and hotels usually do. Even

further North the grass is yellow or white. Some plants cannot be saved. Sports clubs have a tough time maintaining their lawns.

There are reports of wildQres and low levels of water in reservoirs. But I have photos of yellowing grass from 1976 and 2014 and

remember water rationing and hose pipe bans from decades ago. What is new is the fear mongering which accompanies the

forecasts and even the Meteorological o`ce is in on the game.

To talk of “climate” in different areas of the UK as opposed to “weather” is new, as it can be summer, then winter in the space of a

day in a small country with opposing airstreams, oceans and currents. I suspect geo-engineering but how to prove it? The

heatwave has ended and we now have rain. I agree, davidle, half truths are more believable by the public. Re the infamous

non-diagnostic PCR test - most will not have heard of Kary Mullis, nor running his test at the correct number of cycles. They

assume an “o`cial” test is Qt for purpose. Initially used to inKate numbers to create the “pandemic” that never was, could it have

had a different purpose entirely - to collect DNA by nasal swab or to insert something very close to the brain.

The narrative is riven with contradictions, half truths and contortions of the truth. In 2019, the ONS showed deaths from inKuenza

and pneumonia at about 30,000 annually since the early 20th century - mainly elderly with co-morbidities. In the following year

these Qgures were not available, inKuenza had disappeared and it was di`cult to decipher statistics from so called Covid-19

especially when diagnosed by bribery or false death certiQcates.
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The only word that is untrue probably is "secretly" because these dudes do it already openly, so we can see it easily and wake up. all this

plandemic scam was an enormous wake up call for humanity. Hope it works.ENDLESS GRATITUDE to my faforite health pioneer from

whom I learn and help my clients for over 15 years -Dr J Mercola! from his article on " pandemic" on early feb. 2020 my wakeup journey

started and since then I m proud conspiracy theorist on weirdest level possible and pushing it forvard till every human soul joins! Cudos

to the brave souls who have no fear in their hearts all over the world! I ll never stop praying for You, dear Dr Mercola! with love from Israel

:-)
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Good for you, LENALOZ for your heartfelt perspective. . . Clearly you #thinkbeforesharing.
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The BBC announced a while ago that they have appointed their Qrst "Disinformation Correspondent".
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM
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I Qrst twigged to the extent of censorship in 2020 when searching for the Plandemic video. (No, I haven't watched it.) In DuckDuckGo, the

Qrst or second link was direct to the video. In Google, all the top links claimed it was a debunked conspiracy theory.
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Guess who runs the UN.
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well done on 25 years, who would have thought we would all be in this dilemma and that you would be number one villain? The legal was

is slow and the dems will continue to put road blocks in the way, extending the time to get justice Seems like Soros is behind many things

- he must really hate the USA. ONE glimmer of hope is the Nov mid term elections in the USA HOWEVER I fear the Dems have a

catastrophic event planned and this could derail the take over of the house and senate - if al the members havent been bought up already

or their families threatened? If there is a CE then all bets are off as they will bring in marshal law just like TV show Designated Survivor

and replace the P with someone further down the food chain
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You don’t even have to guess; the mainstream media propaganda is so obvious. These anchors sit there exuding a calming demeanor

while lying through their teeth. These newscasts are aired complete with multiple ads from BigPharma! Disney/ABC, AT&T/CNN,

Comcast/NBC, Paramount, Fox and all the others are going to do anything to risk losing that Drug/BigPharma money!
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iro5345
Joined On 4/7/2014 3:44:32 PM
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I believe all of this! My husband and I were in a town 50 miles from our home when we turned on the hotel television. The news program

said there was a large break out in our farming county of COVID 19. The hospital was closing their doors due to the increased patient

load. This happened a year ago. The only reason the hospital would close their doors was if there were not enough staff because they

didn't want to be vaccinated. This is exactly what happened. I do not listen to mainstream media at all! Thank you for this program.
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Similar stories appeared in the UK, iro. Glad to hear you have deleted msm from your life. Just imagine how differently the last two

years would have played out if everyone had done the same. There would have been no “pandemic”, no need to wear masks, none

of the other totalitarian mandates causing schools and businesses to close, no fear mongering nor group psychosis. The mRNA

injection campaign would have been as effective as a damp squib. Big Brother would not have been able to tell the sheople what to

do, as the box in the living room would have been permanently in the off position. Governments assume all households have the

propaganda machine switched on daily and will follow its mandates like obedient slaves.

It makes no allowance for non compliance for this reason. So unless it contacted every single one of the 30 million or so

households in the UK by letter, how would the population have known about the non existent “pandemic”? Great inventions can be

used for good or ill. Hitler used public marches, speech making and radio to disseminate hatred and lies. Today we have media on

a scale never before possible and we can choose to exclude the corrupted mainstream permanently from our lives.
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No doubt it all started at the United Nations. This is why censorship raged across the globe in lockstep in every so-called free country.

And now that opposition to censorship is Koundering and cowardly politicians and courts are not upholding the 1st Amendment, the UN is

emboldened to show its hand.
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"Fact-checking sites" are "Fox guarding the henhouse sites."
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In the Qrst video there is a chart that says "what are they" instead of "who are they" in regard to "conspiracy theorists". If they are so noble

minded why are they engaging in dehumanisation.
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In this oddity of times of monopolistic ownership of networks and social media by billionaire globalists for their purpose of collaborative

censorship to promote their "by any means necessary" political agenda and suppress opposition and Patriots, I offer all of us an

alternative that I have much experience over two decades with it having proven invulnerable to censorship and invulnerable to control and

no one can shut it down. It is the simple relatively low technology email list. You can choose to use your true identity or a pseudonym (I

always use my true identity, but that's me) and choose your main email address or even a "throw-away" email address that you create for

the email group.

Just to be clear, it is for whatever you have to say regardless of which side. Many hold to tradition of not talking politics nor religion, but

particularly in these times, we must because we are the bosses who hire and Qre and pay the salaries of our elected public servants.

Where in any business are the bosses told not to talk about their employees and the performance of their employees and the mission

statement of their business?

Well, our EXCEPTIONAL Nation IS our business! so, let's talk where we will not be censored, controlled nor shut down and perhaps even

get together for dining out or Qshing with discussions in one of our many beautiful Utah State Parks to get away from keyboards, enjoy

the outdoors and friends and see their facial expressions without cover of a mask which is so unnatural. I have a lot to say about that, but

it would be censored here, so Qnd out on an email list of us: RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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In these times of Luciferian billionaires owning networks and social media for promoting their agendas leading us to Luciferian global

governance and depopulation genocides, we are not powerless against that. We need to spread the word that we should talk to each

other face-to-face and we have the ultimate power to choose the words that come out of our mouths and shouldn't default to what has

been widely accepted of the other side choosing our language. Often defaulting to words chosen for us is accepting and spreading their

false premise. It will be di`cult. Recently we celebrated Independence Day, yet I have great di`culty convincing even friends to call it that

instead of a calendar date which, to me, is as bad as substituting December 25th for Christmas!

Another example, of too many to list that has people accepting and spreading their false premise, is their so called "vaccine" which hides

behind us using that word when it doesn't even Qt the deQnition especially with it being biological warfare against the world population, so

those are my words and I do call it that and it does make people think especially those who know me and know I stand behind what I say

with my real name and reputation. RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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It's quite clear to me that some evil global elites control the voting machines.
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There are no conspiracies. There are also no coincidences. Mercola tells it like it is without all the Christian (Which I am) BS hopium!

Buckle up cuz it's going to get nasty up in here.
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dmaupin
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for giving us a "heads up!" This is alarming to say the least! But it goes to show how scared they are at people

"waking up" and Qnding out the truth. I think it's too late for them. Too much information is already out there, and they can't stop the move

into a new era of unity consciousness and being on this planet. We are Qnding new ways to improve our health and the health of our

planet, without their ideas!
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It’s gone much further than just the news, it’s in our places of employment. If I’m to remain employed I have to become an unknown

enigma who appears to be one of them on the fringe or safely undeclared.. Open scorn, laughter and judgment against “outsiders” is

commonplace where I work. Cruelty is accepted, open and embraced. Contrived arrogance is never addressed by mgmt. Workplaces have

become hostile to those of us who don’t follow their narratives. When they brag of vaxx boosters I now smile and say, Oh good! I don’t

engage in those conversations I just applaud their actions and move along. And yes, in the beginning I used to express my lack of interest

or faith but sensing it wasn’t safe to do so I switched to smile, applaud, move along. I never thought I’d be living out George Orwell’s 1984

yet here I am in the thick of it.
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Yes, we see this happening here, in a small town of o`cially 650 people, agriculture mostly. The sheep mentality is everywhere!

Our neighborhoods are rife with that! Too bad, but as I heard recently; "you can't make a blind person understand the nature of

color." So we must have empathy for these poor misguided souls. Do what you can, even in small ways. My friend is planning on

hanging her U.S. Kag upside down to make a statement. It might make some people wonder?
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Dmaupin, I’ve recently moved to a place of less confrontational to more of; That sounds great, hope it works out! *smile, walk

away. Hanging a Kag in distress or anything that draws ppl into a conversation of that sort is of no interest to me. I forget who

wrote this but it goes as follows; Convince a man against his will, he’ll be of his own opinion still. My family has been chopped in

half bc of this bologna. I use to email evidence from Ivor Cummins, Dr Levy, Dr Mercola and others but by the end of 2020 it was

clear they were convinced to vaxx themselves and their children; my grandchildren. Two have since chosen to exit a relationship

with their father and myself. It was heartbreaking but I respect their choice and let them be hoping someday they’ll call. In the

meantime I continue on per usual. I’m an example and if someone is interested they can reach out but I no longer openly initiate.

Best to you on this journey : )
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I would hope an agricultural town of 650 would mostly be aware of the truth and the deceptions. How disappointing and sad!
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jwilson301
Joined On 6/26/2022 1:15:03 PM
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"Imposing the New World Order" The John Birch Society Qghting the good Qght. Learn how to join in. thenewamerican.com/.../229389
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Simply put, they are losing control, and the scrambling just solidiQes everything they are trying to hide. The lid is coming off. They have

managed to piss us off enough to shout it from the rooftops, and the naysayers are Qnally starting to come around.
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I came across this article that is so over the top. It's right up there with the UN's declarations about Conspiracy theories, and their

so-called dangers. "Down the Rabbit Hole: Why People Fall for Conspiracy Theories And how to talk to those who have fallen for

falsehoods." Conspiracy theories have never felt more mainstream. From persistent falsehoods about COVID-19 and vaccines to the Jan.

6 insurrection at the U.S. Capitol, it’s clear that those who fall into echo chambers online can cause tremendous harm o�ine. But

how—and why—is this problem so pervasive?

These are the questions we think about daily at The News Literacy Project, the leading provider of news literacy education in the U.S.

Here, we’re sharing a collection of articles and podcasts to help you understand the appeal of conspiratorial thinking, and how recent

events have been inKuenced by conspiratorial beliefs. Plus, you’ll Qnd resources to help you talk to anyone in your life who’s fallen down

the rabbit hole and needs a hand climbing out—whether they realize it or not.

theconversation.com/buying-into-conspiracy-theories-can-be-exciting-th..  An excerpt: "It’s important to remember that conspiracy theory

very often goes hand in hand with racism anti-Black racism, anti-immigrant racism, antisemitism and Islamophobia.

People who craft conspiracies or are willing to exploit them know how emotionally powerful these racist beliefs are." This is, in and of

itself, truly a conspiracy theory. And a dangerous one at that. "...The News Literacy Project, the leading provider of news literacy

education in the U.S..." What a joke.
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As coincidence would have it, I was only yesterday explaining to my brother what the Smith-Mundt was (& is), & how Obama changed that

Act, & as a result, how it has changed the kind of information that the mainstream media presents & pushes as factual information. Even

the so-called "fact-checkers" are corrupt. It is no wonder that the vast majority of the population fell for all of the covid horses--t,

including the "safe & effective" "vaccines". The average person has no idea of how they have been gas-lit & manipulated. None

whatsoever. It's beyond tragic.
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jwilson301
Joined On 6/26/2022 1:15:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's totally out if control. I would like to think at this point that since things have gotten so ridiculously and outrageously

questionable people are starting to see through. Take this, for example. From 8/10. Without Clinical Trials, FDA Authorizes

ModiQed Monkeypox Vaccine, Expands Eligibility to High-Risk’ Children

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-eua-jynneos-monkeypox-vaccine-..  "The FDA said it determined the “known and

potential beneQts” of the monkeypox vaccine “outweigh the known and potential risks for the authorized uses.” How can they make

these claims when there have been no clinical trials??? Obviously statements like this are geared to the uninformed. SMH
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333mary
Joined On 6/15/2015 2:26:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Simone Gold. Address to mail support------------------ www.lifesitenews.com/news/dr-simone-gold-begins-serving-60-day-prison-..
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333mary
Joined On 6/15/2015 2:26:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

New Zealand  interactives.stuff.co.nz/2022/08/circuit/Qre-and-fury-disinformation-..
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333mary
Joined On 6/15/2015 2:26:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catherine Austin Fitz    rumble.com/v1fs7pj-warning-globalist-plan-to-take-your-kids-revealed.h..
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ScottPec
Joined On 5/23/2021 1:55:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember "they" practiced with Event 201 and showed the importance of control of the media
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's all really groovy, but will evil punish evil? And will evil allow evil to punish evil?
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes it eventually does. There is not "hit bottom" to evil. When the good people are gone the evil turn on each other. Read about

Jezebel in the Bible.
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most government institutions and agencies are corrupt and cannot function as truthful organizations who can be honest with their

constituency who trust them without question, even with their lives. We see this time and time again. Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

Corrupt politicians (democrats) always get off the hook when exposed. We all know they are guilty but they never get prosecuted. We all

know who they are and they know we know who they are. To quote Lt. Columbo: "You try to contrive a perfect crime, and it's your perfect

alibi that's gonna hang ya.” https://www.shipoffools.org
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OUR RECENT CONSPIRACY THEORY... While in Mexico, our bus left our small family in the middle of the night at a Military check point

while we were the only ones subjected to a full search. The search seemed only interested in delaying us long enough for our bus to

leave. Another bus gave us a lift to another station and the bus company rerouted us so we were able to re-board the very same bus that

left us behind. The bus driver raised his has at us like "what happened to you guys?"... Originally, there was a military man sitting behind

us, now when reclaiming our seats he was moved to the front of the bus even though seats were assigned.

Long story short, other observations were made, but we believe our family was made ill by undercover agents as our family all came

down with the strangest illness that left us all with a mucus-y left eye. We seemed to receive conQrmation when days later approached by

a military agent who said he couldn't tell us what he does exactly but said he was stationed in Virginia and was interested in our recent

experiences. He said people are poisoned and made ill all the time and if he ever feels the slightest symptom he checks in with his

medical doctor immediately.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

None of this happened overnight. In fact, it has been going on for centuries, since the Protestant Reformation, to be exact. It is called the

Counter Reformation. There are volumes of history which expose and explain this. The bible prophecies this. The center of the power is

emanating from Rome. And until that is fully understood we will be endlessly Qghting against whatever they set up to frighten us. The UN

is their arm of temporal power but they have inQltrated every country...the bible says, devoured the whole world. Are we like infamous

knight Qghting "anything" because we haven't discovered the true enemy?
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lawyerlisa
Joined On 1/23/2012 2:26:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astounded when in discussion yesterday with a sheep who was clamoring for lock downs for money Pox. The conspiring media truly

needs many lawyers at their doors hammering in a cacophony. They might have colluded. But they did not get liability waivers. To their

doors in storms.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Globalists' Cognitive Dissonance Conspiracy Lesson 101 says: What part of "you vil own nussing und be happy" don't you understand?
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333mary
Joined On 6/15/2015 2:26:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

P.S. If you want to send me a letter directly, here is my prison mailing address. I'd love to hear from Address Dr. Gold-- Pray for her

safety--She would love to hear from many---She has only 15 min/day on computer.--Please include your email address so I can respond:

Simone Gold Registration number 26132509 FDC Miami Federal Detention Center PO Box 019120 Miami, FL 33101
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this legitimate? I would love to send her a letter.
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Alfurs
Joined On 8/27/2020 3:44:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are NOT elites, the cabal, deep state, oligarchy, etc. They are satanists who LITERALLY worship satan. Acknowledging this fact is the

Qrst step to freedom.
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Predicted things are indeed happening quickly. BAD NEWS for all of us: Undoubtedly some people do some obviously good things and

others do obviously bad things. However, we ALL have done bad things and none of us can earn Heaven, according to the Bible!

Ephesians 2:8-9 "For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of works, lest any man

should boast." Isaiah 53:6 "All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his own way." Are YOU a good person?:

www.livingwaters.com/are-you-a-good-person  GOOD NEWS for all of us: Jesus Christ has paid for each one of us the chastisement we

all deserve for having offended God and other people. Isaiah 53:5 "But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our

iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed." WHAT CAN WE DO?: Acts 16 :30-31 "What

must I do to be saved?" "And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house."
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